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Press Release 

Chandigarh, Jan 9: The hi-tech dose administered by the Health Department 

of the UT Administration, to its Licensing Authority set up for the issuance of 

licenses to those who deal in sale/ manufacturer/ distribution of food and 

beverages, has worked wonders. Not only has it given the functioning of the 

authority a leg-up but also served as a booster dose for its financial health. 

The working of the Licensing Authority which had gone hi-tech in February, 

2009, has spelled four-fold increase in its revenue earnings.   

The hi-tech initiative has made a win-win situation both for the Chandigarh 

Administration and the license seekers. While the former nets many times 

more revenue, the latter get the work done in no time, and that too, without 

any hassles.  

During the last financial year (2008-09), the Authority received as many as 

1,785 applications, and netted a revenue of Rs 4,77,480. But after going hi-

tech, it has received 2,014 applications for licenses between April 1, 2009 

and December 31, 2009, and collected revenue to the tune of Rs 16,29,490, 

four times more than the revenue earned in the entire last fiscal. Three more 

months are to go in the current fiscal (2009-10). “By the close of the current 

fiscal, the revenue collection will go up further,” said Dr Satbir Singh, in 

charge, Licensing Branch, PFA, Sector 22, Chandigarh.  

Going hi-tech has facilitated the applicants and also resulted in increased 

surveillance. An applicant has to come to the office only once to submit the 

application which is now available at all e-Sampark centres across 

Chandigarh. It has ensured transparency, efficiency and helped application 



of checks and balances against any kind of irregularities and resulted in a 

scramble-free system.  

The license fee is accepted only in the shape of a bank draft. All details of 

the applicant are fed in the computer for future reference in case of any 

dispute. “The success of the initiative is explained both by the revenue 

collection figures and the number of license seekers. Each applicant is given 

ID number sector-wise to make the system less time-consuming and 

foolproof against any tinkering of records,” Dr Singh added. 

 


